Bench Dedication Agreement
As part of its fundraising activities and park development opportunities, Wakamow Valley offers a
bench dedication program. The program allows interested parties to dedicate a bench to the person of
their choice.
This agreement confirms that:
1. The cost of the program is $1000.00 per bench for five years or $2500.00 for 25 years. A
charitable tax receipt will be issued for the full amount.
2. Donors have the opportunity to dedicate the bench for an additional five year period if they so
desire for $500.00.
3. Following the dedication period, if the donor does not wish to renew the agreement, the plaque
will be removed from the bench and returned to the donor.
4. Benches are identified by a two inch by nine inch bronze plaque with raised edges. Wakamow
Valley Authority will order the plaques to ensure conformity. Plaques may be inscribed with a
personal message. Final approval on plaque wording will be given by Wakamow Valley
Authority.
5. The program is extended to existing and proposed benches. Proposed bench sites will be
determined by Wakamow Valley Authority.
6. Only one plaque per bench is permitted.
7. Bench timbers will be planed upon dedication and routered to allow for the plaque to be placed
in the centre of the top timber on the back rest. Other routine maintenance will be done within
the confines of Wakamow Valley Authority’s budget.
8. Wakamow Valley Authority respectfully request that donors do not adorn the benches.
9. Wakamow Valley Authority will be responsible for the replacement of one missing plaque during
the course of the dedication period. Such plaques may take up to 16 weeks for production and
shipping.
10. Participants in the bench program will also be listed on the main donor cairn at Plaxton's Lake as
Wakamow Valley supporters. This cairn is updated every two years.
Contact Name:__________________________________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________________
Phone:_______________________ Email Address:_____________________________________
Alternate Contact Name: __________________________________________________________
Phone: _______________________ Email Address:_____________________________________

Five year initial commitment $1000

Bench renewal for additional five years $500

Lifetime bench dedication (25 years) $2500
Total Amount Paid $___________

THIS AGREEMENT MADE THIS _____ DAY OF ________________, 2019 BETWEEN:

Wakamow Valley Authority

Bench Program Contact Signature Here

Per: _________________________

Per: __________________________

Sample Text of the Plaques

Bench Plaque (9” x 2”) Inscription to read:

